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By Peter Oswald

Oberon Books Ltd, United Kingdom, 2006. Paperback. Condition: New. Language: English . Brand
New Book. We ve got a shedful of wives out the back better looking than yours, going for ten, twelve,
fourteen - we ve got everything from your bogstandard basically charmless but does-the-job four
grand, right up to your pukka fifteen and a half flexible with foreign languages - and humour, for
an extra Archer. Descending from the heavenly sphere of the gods to the mortal world below,
Arcturus raises a mighty storm. For Labrax, a procurer of women, the storm brings shipwreck and
ruin. For his two female captives it offers a chance of escape. Washed up on a rocky coastline the
two women seek refuge in the shrine of Venus, but it seems that the goddess alone cannot protect
them. They are forced to rely instead on the help of the elderly Daemones, who is already struggling
to control his reluctant slaves; the impudent Seeparnio and the inept Gripus. Drawn from a lost
Greek play, The Storm is the most popular of Plautus Roman comedies. This version opens at
Shakespeare s Globe Theatre in July 2005 as part of the World and Underworld Season.
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ReviewsReviews

If you need to adding benefit, a must buy book. It really is writter in straightforward words and phrases and not confusing. You will not feel monotony at
anytime of your respective time (that's what catalogues are for concerning if you ask me).
-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel-- Dr . Celestino Tr eutel

I actually began looking over this pdf. This can be for all those who statte there was not a worthy of reading through. I am easily can get a enjoyment of
reading through a written publication.
-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .-- Ra fa el Feeney Jr .
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